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Chapter 1 : Double-entry bookkeeping system - Wikipedia
The debit and credit rule in double-entry bookkeeping can be stated several ways: For each and every transaction, the
total amount entered on the left side of an account (or accounts) must be equal to the total amount entered on the right
side of another account (or accounts).

The double entry accounting system is based on the concept of debits and credits. This is an area where many
new accounting students get confused. Often people think debits mean additions while credits mean
subtractions. Debits and credits actually refer to the side of the ledger that journal entries are posted to. A
debit, sometimes abbreviated as Dr. Conversely, a credit or Cr. If you will notice, debit accounts are always
shown on the left side of the accounting equation while credit accounts are shown on the right side. Thus,
debit entries are always recorded on the left and credit entries are always recorded on the right. Instead, they
reflect account balances and their relationship in the accounting equation. Debit and Credit Accounts and
Their Balances There are several different types of accounts in an accounting system. Each account is assigned
either a debit balance or credit balance based on which side of the accounting equation it falls. Here are the
main three types of accounts. Assets All normal asset accounts have a debit balance. This means that asset
accounts with a positive balance are always reported on the left side of a T-Account. Assets are increased by
debits and decreased by credits. Liabilities All normal liabilities have a credit balance. In other words, these
accounts have a positive balance on the right side of a T-Account. Liabilities are increased by credits and
decreased by debits. Equity Accounts Equity accounts like retained earnings and common stock also have a
credit balances. This means that equity accounts are increased by credits and decreased by debits. Well, what
is an un-normal account? Contra accounts are accounts that have an opposite debit or credit balance. For
instance, a contra asset account has a credit balance and a contra equity account has a debit balance. These
accounts are used to reduce normal accounts. For example, accumulated depreciation is a contra asset account
that reduces a fixed asset account. Bob would record this entry like this: Instead, his liabilities account would
increase.
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Chapter 2 : Debits and Credits - Building Blocks of Double Entry Accounting System
If the words "debits" and "credits" sound like a foreign language to you, you are more perceptive than you
realizeâ€”"debits" and "credits" are words that have been traced back five hundred years to a document describing
today's double-entry accounting system.

Debits and Credits in Accounts Debits and Credits in Accounts Debits and credits are the building blocks of
the double entry accounting system. Many accounting students find the usage of these words confusing. Many
try to understand them by trying to draw an analogy with something they already know like plus and minus.
However, debits and credits are distinctly different from plus and minus. Sometimes a debit entry may make
an account balance go up whereas other times it will make an account balance go down. The debit credit
system can be understood to be a two layered system. The steps involved in deciding whether an account
needs to be debited or credited are as follows: Ascertain the type of account Ascertain the type of transaction
Ascertaining the Type of Account Accounts are of two types the debit and the credit types. Here is how they
are distinguished The 4 Classifications: There are four major classifications of accounts in accounting. They
are assets, liabilities, income and expenses. Any item can be classified as exactly one of these classifications.
However, the same item may be split into two and be part asset and part expense and so on. Divide into Two
Groups: We could consolidate these 4 categories into 2 categories. Expenses and assets denote outflow of
resources from the firm. Income and Liabilities denote inflow of resources to the firm. Thus accounts can be
classified as outflow and inflow The outflow accounts i. When you credit an account which has a default debit
balance, you decrease its value. The same is true for credit accounts as well. Ascertain the Type of Transaction
Now you can decide whether to debit or credit an account. Cash is an asset and therefore has a default debit
balance. When you debit it further, you increase its balance. Therefore, you will debit the cash account.
Similarly you can ascertain whether an item needs to be debited or credited. As a check, you must ensure that
the debits in every transaction are equal to the credits. This is like the fundamental principle of accounting.
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Chapter 3 : How to Understand Debits and Credits: 7 Steps (with Pictures)
Debits and credits form the basis of the double-entry accounting system. Without understanding how they work, it
becomes very difficult to make any entries to a company's general ledger.

Accounting Double-entry bookkeeping was pioneered in the Jewish community of the early-medieval Middle
East. It has been hypothesized that Italian merchants likely learned the method from their interaction with
medieval Jewish merchants from the Middle East, however this question remains an area for further research.
The Messari accounts contain debits and credits journalised in a bilateral form, and include balances carried
forward from the preceding year, and therefore enjoy general recognition as a double-entry system. However,
the double-entry accounting method was said to be developed independently earlier in Korea during the
Goryeo dynasty â€” when Kaesong was a center of trade and industry at that time. The Four-element
bookkeeping system was said to be originated in the 11th or 12th century. These entries may occur in asset,
liability, equity, expense, or revenue accounts. Recording of a debit amount to one or more accounts and an
equal credit amount to one or more accounts results in total debits being equal to total credits for all accounts
in the general ledger. If the accounting entries are recorded without error, the aggregate balance of all accounts
having Debit balances will be equal to the aggregate balance of all accounts having Credit balances.
Accounting entries that debit and credit related accounts typically include the same date and identifying code
in both accounts, so that in case of error, each debit and credit can be traced back to a journal and transaction
source document, thus preserving an audit trail. The accounting entries are recorded in the "Books of
Accounts". Regardless of which accounts and how many are impacted by a given transaction, the fundamental
accounting equation of assets equal liabilities plus capital will hold. Approaches[ edit ] There are two different
ways to memorize the effects of debits and credits on accounts in the double entry system of bookkeeping.
Irrespective of the approach used, the effect on the books of accounts remains the same, with two aspects debit
and credit in each of the transactions. Traditional approach[ edit ] Following the Traditional Approach also
called the British Approach accounts are classified as real, personal, and nominal accounts. Personal accounts
are accounts relating to persons or organisations with whom the business has transactions and will mainly
consist of accounts of debtors and creditors. Nominal accounts are revenue, expenses, gains, and losses.
Transactions are entered in the books of accounts by applying the following golden rules of accounting: Debit
what comes in and credit what goes out. Debit the receiver and credit the giver. Under this approach
transactions are recorded based on the accounting equation, i. The rules of debit and credit depend on the
nature of an account. For the purpose of the accounting equation approach, all the accounts are classified into
the following five types: If there is an increase or decrease in a set of accounts, there will be equal decrease or
increase in another set of accounts. Accordingly, the following rules of debit and credit hold for the various
categories of accounts: Revenues or Incomes Accounts: Expenses or Losses Accounts: These five rules help
learning about accounting entries and also are comparable with traditional British accounting rules. Books of
accounts[ edit ] This section does not cite any sources. Please help improve this section by adding citations to
reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and removed. October Learn how and when to
remove this template message Each financial transaction is recorded in at least two different nominal ledger
accounts within the financial accounting system, so that the total debits equals the total credits in the general
ledger, i. This is a partial check that each and every transaction has been correctly recorded. The transaction is
recorded as a "debit entry" Dr in one account, and a "credit entry" Cr in a second account. The debit entry will
be recorded on the debit side left-hand side of a general ledger account, and the credit entry will be recorded
on the credit side right-hand side of a general ledger account. If the total of the entries on the debit side of one
account is greater than the total on the credit side of the same nominal account, that account is said to have a
debit balance. Double entry is used only in nominal ledgers. It is not used in daybooks journals , which
normally do not form part of the nominal ledger system. The information from the daybooks will be used in
the nominal ledger and it is the nominal ledgers that will ensure the integrity of the resulting financial
information created from the daybooks provided that the information recorded in the daybooks is correct. The
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reason for this is to limit the number of entries in the nominal ledger: If there are only a relatively small
number of transactions it may be simpler instead to treat the daybooks as an integral part of the nominal ledger
and thus of the double-entry system. However, as can be seen from the examples of daybooks shown below, it
is still necessary to check, within each daybook, that the postings from the daybook balance. The double entry
system uses nominal ledger accounts. From these nominal ledger accounts a trial balance can be created. The
trial balance lists all the nominal ledger account balances. The list is split into two columns, with debit
balances placed in the left hand column and credit balances placed in the right hand column. Another column
will contain the name of the nominal ledger account describing what each value is for. The total of the debit
column must equal the total of the credit column. Debits and credits[ edit ] This section does not cite any
sources. October Double-entry bookkeeping is governed by the accounting equation. If revenue equals
expenses, the following basic equation must be true: These changes are made by debits and credits to the
accounts. Note that the usage of these terms in accounting is not identical to their everyday usage. Whether
one uses a debit or credit to increase or decrease an account depends on the normal balance of the account.
Assets, Expenses, and Drawings accounts on the left side of the equation have a normal balance of debit.
Liability, Revenue, and Capital accounts on the right side of the equation have a normal balance of credit. On
a general ledger , debits are recorded on the left side and credits on the right side for each account. Since the
accounts must always balance, for each transaction there will be a debit made to one or several accounts and a
credit made to one or several accounts. After a series of transactions, therefore, the sum of all the accounts
with a debit balance will equal the sum of all the accounts with a credit balance. Debits and credits are
numbers recorded as follows: Debits are recorded on the left side of a T account in a ledger. Debits increase
balances in asset accounts and expense accounts and decrease balances in liability accounts, revenue accounts,
and capital accounts. Credits are recorded on the right side of a T account in a ledger. Credits increase
balances in liability accounts, revenue accounts, and capital accounts, and decrease balances in asset accounts
and expense accounts. Debit accounts are asset and expense accounts that usually have debit balances, i.
Credit accounts are revenue income, gains accounts and liability accounts that usually have credit balances.
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Chapter 4 : What is Double Entry Accounting? - Definition | Meaning | Example
An account is an element in an accounting system that is used to classify and summaries measurements of business
activity. From the above discussion, it can be said that recording of transactions of similar nature relating to income,
expenditure, assets, and liabilities at the end of an accounting period of a particular business under appropriate heads
as per principles and rules of accounting.

Tweet I know many of you have been requesting for some posts to cover basic accounting for dummies topic,
so here I am coming with the very basic accounting post. Learning accounting could be a significant monetary
cost if you take accounting course for sure. Things that you really need to learn accounting, here, are 2 Ps: It
means you are just about to learn: What is chart of account and why is it needed? The start of all of these is the
basic accounting equation: Also, information for a specific item such as cash would be lost as successive
transactions were recorded. This information could be obtained by going back and summarizing the
transactions, but that would be very time-consuming. An account may be defined as: The name of the account
and the account number The debit side left side The credit side right side The increases are entered on one
side, the decreases on the other. The balance the excess of the total of one side over the total of the other is
inserted near the last figure on the side with the larger amount. By convention, asset and expense increases are
recorded as debits, whereas liability, capital, and income increases are recorded as credits. Asset and expenses
decreases are recorded as credits, whereas liability, capital, and income decreases are recorded as debits. Here
are the basic debit and credit rule, in graphics: Where only two accounts are affected, the debit and credit
amounts are equal. If more than two accounts are affected, the total of the debit entries must equal the total of
the credit entries. It is also a valuable source of information for managerial purposes, giving, for example, the
amount of sales for the period or the cash balance at the end of the period. What Is Chart of Accounts? It is
desirable to establish a systematic method of identifying and locating each account in the ledger. Generally,
blocks of numbers are assigned to various groups of accounts, such as assets, liabilities, and so on. There are
various systems of coding, depending on the needs and desires of the company. What is Trial Balance? As
every transaction results in an equal amount of debits and credits in the ledger, the total of all debit entries in
the ledger should equal the total of all credit entries. At the end of the accounting period, we check this
equality by preparing a two-column schedule called a trial balance, which compares the total of all debit
balances with the total of all credit balances. The procedure is as follows: List account titles in numerical
order. Record balances of each account, entering debit balances in the left column and credit balances in the
right column. Add the columns and record the totals. They must be the same. If the totals agree, the trial
balance is in balance, indicating that debits and credits are equal for the hundreds or thousands of transactions
entered in the ledger. If the purchase of equipment was incorrectly charged to Expense, the trial balance
columns may agree, but theoretically the accounts would be wrong, as Expense would be overstated and
Equipment understated. In addition to providing proof of arithmetic accuracy in accounts, the trial balance
facilitates the preparation of the periodic financial statements. Generally, the trial balance comprises the first
two columns of a worksheet, from which financial statements are prepared I will post the worksheet procedure
later in another other post.
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Chapter 5 : Basic Accounting: Debit and Credit â€“ Double Entry System | Accounting, Financial, Tax
The double entry accounting system is based on the concept of debits and credits. This is an area where many new
accounting students get confused. Often people think debits mean additions while credits mean subtractions.

Decrease Increase The complete system is very easy to remember if you focus on Assets, Expenses, Costs,
Dividends highlighted in chart. All those account types increase with debits or left side entries. Conversely, a
decrease to any of those accounts is a credit or right side entry. On the other hand, increases in revenue,
liability or equity accounts are credits or right side entries, and decreases are left side entries or debits. Debits
and credits occur simultaneously in every financial transaction in double-entry bookkeeping. For example, if a
company provides a service to a customer who does not pay immediately, the company records an increase in
assets, Accounts Receivable with a debit entry, and an increase in Revenue, with a credit entry. When the
company receives the cash from the customer, two accounts again change on the company side, the cash
account is debited increased and the Accounts Receivable account is now decreased credited. When the cash is
deposited to the bank account, two things also change, on the bank side: Note that, technically, the deposit is
not a decrease in the cash asset of the company and should not be recorded as such. To make it more clear, the
bank views the transaction from a different perspective but follows the same rules: In summary, debits are
simply transaction entries on the left-hand side of ledger accounts, and credits are entries on the right-hand
side. This section does not cite any sources. Please help improve this section by adding citations to reliable
sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and removed. October Learn how and when to remove this
template message When setting up the accounting for a new business, a number of accounts are established to
record all business transactions that are expected to occur. Typical accounts that relate to almost every
business are: Each account can be broken down further, to provide additional detail as necessary. Accounts
Receivable can be broken down to show each customer that owes the company money. In simplistic terms, if
Bob, Dave, and Roger owe the company money, the Accounts Receivable account will contain a separate
account for Bob, and Dave and Roger. All 3 of these accounts would be added together and shown as a single
number i. All accounts for a company are grouped together and summarized on the balance sheet in 3 sections
which are: Assets, Liabilities and Equity. All accounts must first be classified as one of the five types of
accounts accounting elements asset , liability , equity , income and expense. To determine how to classify an
account into one of the five elements, the definitions of the five account types must be fully understood. The
definition of an asset according to IFRS is as follows, "An asset is a resource controlled by the entity as a
result of past events from which future economic benefits are expected to flow to the entity". Liabilities,
conversely, would include items that are obligations of the company i. The Equity section of the balance sheet
typically shows the value of any outstanding shares that have been issued by the company as well as its
earnings. All Income and expense accounts are summarize in the Equity Section in one line on the balance
sheet called called Retained Earnings. This account, in general, reflects the cumulative profit retained earnings
or loss retained deficit of the company. It breaks-out all the Income and expense accounts that were
summarized in Retained Earnings. The Profit and Loss report is important in that it shows the detail of sales,
cost of sales, expenses and ultimately the profit of the company. Most companies rely heavily on the profit and
loss report and review it regularly to enable strategic decision making. October Learn how and when to
remove this template message The words debit and credit can sometimes be confusing because they depend on
the point of view from which a transaction is observed. Conversely, decreases in assets are recorded on the
right-hand side of asset accounts, and decreases in liabilities and equities are recorded on the left-hand side".
For example, when two companies transact with one another say Company A buys something from Company
B then Company A will record a decrease in cash a Credit , and Company B will record an increase in cash a
Debit. The same transaction is recorded from two different perspectives. This use of the terms can be
counter-intuitive to people unfamiliar with bookkeeping concepts, who may always view a credit as an
increase and a debit as a decrease. This is because most people typically only see bank accounts and billing
statements e. At the same time, the bank adds the money to its own cash holdings account. Since the latter
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account is an Asset, the increase is a debit. But the customer typically does not see this side of the transaction.
Credits actually decrease Assets the utility is now owed less money. If the credit is due to a bill payment, then
the utility will add the money to its own cash account, which is a debit because the account is another Asset.
The simplest most effective way to understand Debits and Credits is by actually recording them as positive
and negative numbers directly on the balance sheet. The next step would be to balance that transaction with
the opposite sign so that your balance sheet adds to zero. The way of doing these placements are simply a
matter of understanding where the money came from and where it goes in the specific account types like
Liability and net assets account. If everything is viewed in terms of the balance sheet, at a very high level, then
picking the accounts to make you balance sheet add to zero is the picture. At the end of any financial period
say at the end of the quarter or the year , the net debit or credit amount is referred to as the accounts balance. If
the sum of the debit side is greater than the sum of the credit side, then the account has a "debit balance". If the
sum of the credit side is greater, then the account has a "credit balance". If debits and credits equal each, then
we have a "zero balance". Accounts with a net Debit balance are generally shown as Assets, while accounts
with a net Credit balance are generally shown as Liabilities. The equity section and retained earnings account,
basically reference your profit or loss. Therefore that account can be positive or negative depending on if you
made money. When you add Assets, Liabilities and Equity together using positive numbers to represent Debits
and negative numbers to represent Credits the sum should be Zero. Debit cards and credit cards[ edit ] Debit
cards and credit cards are creative terms used by the banking industry to market and identify each card. A
credit card is used to make a purchase by borrowing money. General ledgers[ edit ] General ledger is the term
for the comprehensive collection of T-accounts it is so called because there was a pre-printed vertical line in
the middle of each ledger page and a horizontal line at the top of each ledger page, like a large letter T. Before
the advent of computerised accounting, manual accounting procedure used a book known as a ledger for each
T-account. The collection of all these books was called the general ledger. The chart of accounts is the table of
contents of the general ledger. Totaling of all debits and credits in the general ledger at the end of a financial
period is known as trial balance. These daybooks are not part of the double-entry bookkeeping system. The
information recorded in these daybooks is then transferred to the general ledgers. Modern computer software
now allows for the instant update of each ledger account â€” for example, when recording a cash receipt in a
cash receipts journal a debit is posted to a cash ledger account with a corresponding credit in the ledger
account for which the cash was received. Not every single transaction need be entered into a T-account.
Usually only the sum of the book transactions a batch total for the day is entered in the general ledger. The
five accounting elements[ edit ] There are five fundamental elements [12] within accounting. These elements
are as follows: The five accounting elements are all affected in either a positive or negative way. A credit
transaction does not always dictate a positive value or increase in a transaction and similarly, a debit does not
always indicate a negative value or decrease in a transaction. When an asset e.
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Chapter 6 : Debits and credits - Wikipedia
[Info_Box]An account has a debit balance when the sum of its debits exceeds the sum of its credits; it has a credit
balance when the sum of the credits is the greater.[/Info_Box] In double-entry accounting, which is in almost universal
use, there are equal debit and credit entries for every transaction.

Debit is the left side of a T account. Credit is the right side of a T account. Often these two terms are
abbreviated as Dr and Cr. It is common to say that an account has been debited when an amount is placed on
the left side of an account, and credited if an amount is placed on the right side of the account. Account
balance is the difference between the debit side and the credit side of a T account. Now we can define the
double-entry system: Double-entry recording system provides for the equality of total debits and total credits.
Double-entry accounting system and its rules The double-entry rules can be helpful when we need to find a
mistake in financial records. If total debits do not equal total credits, there must be a mistake. However, this
system cannot ensure complete accuracy. For example, even if debit balances equal credit ones, an error may
still be present because a wrong account was debited or credited when the entry was made. The two important
rules about the double-entry recording system are as follows: Effects of debits and credits on accounts Let us
see how debits and credits affect accounts. As we mentioned earlier, a debit is the left side and a credit is the
right side of an account. Increases and decreases are recorded differently for asset and claim accounts. Here is
what we mean: Debit entries increase asset accounts, and decrease liability and equity accounts. Credit entries
increase liability and equity accounts, and decrease asset accounts. Effects of debits and credits in T accounts
An easy way to remember these rules is to learn that increases are posted on the outsides see plus signs above
and decreases are posted on the insides see minus signs above. That rule holds true for asset as well as liability
and equity accounts.

Chapter 7 : Double-entry Accounting System: Online Accounting Tutorial & Questions | calendrierdelascien
Double-entry bookkeeping, in accounting, is a system of bookkeeping so named because every entry to an account
requires a corresponding and opposite entry to a different account. The double entry has two equal and corresponding
sides known as debit and credit.

Chapter 8 : Debit and Credit in Accounting Double Entry System
Traditionally, the two effects of an accounting entry are known as Debit (Dr) and Credit (Cr). Accounting system is based
on the principal that for every Debit entry, there will always be an equal Credit entry.

Chapter 9 : Debit vs Credit - What's the Difference? Example Chart | Explanation
Debits and credits occur simultaneously in every financial transaction in double-entry bookkeeping. In the accounting
equation, Assets = Liabilities + Equity, so, if an asset account increases (a debit (left)), then either another asset account
must decrease (a credit (right)), or a liability or equity account must increase (a credit (right)).
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